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Abstract

Ayurveda is a natural system of medicine, which is acceptable worldwide now days. Most of the medications used in this 
traditional system belong to natural drugs derived from the plants and other natural resources. These naturally derived 
antimicrobial drugs are equally effective as the other synthetically designed drugs of other medicinal systems against the 
different microbes. A detailed compositional analysis of any drug is very necessary to establish its role. Energy-dispersive 
X-ray (EDX) or energy-dispersive spectroscopy is a kind of microanalysis of any elemental structure. It is based on the 
detection of characteristic X-rays generated under electron microscopy. It provides both quantitative as well as qualitative 
information in elemental analysis. It is very important and useful technique to study a new drug to understand the drug 
delivery as well as nanoparticles in composition of any drug. In the present study, we have used a plant based extract 
antimicrobial drug named Fifatrol for detailed compositional analysis by EDX microanalysis under scanning electron 
microscope to see the different proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory elements such as Ca, S, O, Na, and B.
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INTRODUCTION

In Ayurveda practices, many plants extracts 
have herbal and medicinal properties 
to cure the various diseases and their 

symptoms.[1] Although, the advancement and 
research in medicine is going synchronously and 
several medicines and vaccines being developed 
in recent decade against wide spectrum of 
micro-organisms. Still, the infectious diseases 
are continued to rise in present scenario. 
The development of antimicrobial resistance 
against these synthetically designed drugs 
could be a major reason. It has been also 
seen that plant-based extracts are far safer in 
comparison to the synthetically formulated 
drugs.[2] If we go through the ayurvedic dietary 
supplements and medicines, there are more 
than thousands herbal products available which 
are quite efficient against different micro-
organisms.[3] The ayurvedic antimicrobials 
formed by combination of different plant 

extracts have shown better antimicrobial activity against the 
wide spectrum of bacteria and other micro-organisms. It has 
also been seen that such plant extracts have low bacterial 
resistance as compared to the synthetically designed drugs.[4-6] 
Many inorganic trace elements have proinflammatory and 
anti-inflammatory properties. These elements are also 
present in plant-based extract which is difficult to formulate 
in the synthetically designed drugs.[7] In the viral infections 
like COVID-19, proinflammatory immune reaction plays 
a key role to eliminate the viral load at initial phase. This 
proinflammatory immune response is double-edged sword. 
The dysregulated proinflammatory markers like cytokines 
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may create a cytokine storm like condition which leads to 
programmed cell death and tissue damage. Many researchers 
had proved antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effect of 
Boron in dietary supplementation.[8] Karnad et al. suggested 
that calcium carbonate and calcium gluconate have anti-
inflammatory property comparable to that of aspirin (non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory agent).[9] In the present study, 
Fifatrol (a multidrug formulation) formed by extracted from 
different plants was analyzed for detailed compositional 
analysis by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) microanalysis 
under scanning electron microscope (SEM). EDX 
microanalysis is being used in several biomedical research 
areas nowadays. It is a very useful tool to understand the drug 
delivery and therapeutic efficiency of any drug by analyzing 
its microanalysis at its nanoparticle size.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EDX microanalysis or energy-dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS)

The element detection for analytical study of any drug by 
electron microscope (EM) is not very common. Although, 
some diagnostic and research work is going on this domain 
worldwide. One of the most common approach through 
EM is EDS, more commonly known as electron probe 
X-ray microanalysis (EDX).[10] In the EDX microanalysis, 
electron beams hits the atoms of different elements present 
in the study material and, in turn, it generates characteristic 
specific X-rays.[11] There are two results of this electron 
bombardment, elastic scattering, and inelastic scattering. 
The elastic scattering determines the shape of the interaction 
volume, while the inelastic scattering determines the size of 
the interaction volume.[12] The X-rays emitted after electron 
beam collision are of different wavelengths. They are 
measured by photon-energy sensitive detector. The specific 
characteristic of these detected X-rays reflects the information 
of the elements present in the study material.[13] The use of 
EDS or EDX analysis in several herbomineral compounds 
had been established in the recent studies.[14,15] Field emission 
scanning electron microscopy with EDX (FESEM-EDS) 
was also used in quantitative analysis of Swarna Makshika 
Bhasma and Rajat Bhasma.[16,17] SEM-EDX analysis along 
with pharmacodynamics study of any mineral compound 
can provide the accurate estimation of bioavailability as well 
as safety dose estimation of study compound.[18,19] SEM-
EDX quantitative and qualitative analysis is also useful to 
maintain the inherent quality of the ancient Indian system of 
medicine.[20]

Fifatrol is multidrug composition of plant-based extracts. To 
evaluate the elemental composition of the Fifatrol Tablet, 
it was manually crushed into powder form using a mortar 
and pestle. The crushed powder was coated with gold 
using sputtering to ensure that the sample was conductive. 
In secondary electron mode, the gold-sputtered powder 

Fifatrol sample was then observed under the EVO - SEM 
MA15/18. The chemical composition of the Fifatrol tablet 
was then probed using the EDS attachment of SEM. Further, 
mapping of the elements present in the sample was also 
done. The compounds formed from the constituent elements 
of the powder Fifatrol tablet were determined using X-ray 
diffraction. Rigaku Miniflex 600 Desktop, X-ray diffraction 
system, was employed with Copper K-alpha radiation as the 
source with wavelength 1.542 Å. Diffraction was carried out 
at a scan rate of 5°/min and a step size of 0.02 was maintained 
to obtain the peaks in the 2θ range of 20–60°.

RESULTS

The particles of Fifatrol tablet observed under SEM show 
random shapes [Figure 1] as they were crushed manually. 
As seen in the figure, the particles at different magnification 
show a difference in contrast. This contrast difference might 
be arising due to the different elemental distribution in the 
sample. Furthermore, different elements have different 
conductivities. The one’s with relatively lesser conductivity 
appear brighter as charge up of electrons occur and the 
relatively conductive samples appear darker.

The EDS attachment of SEM was used to determine the 
various elements present in the Fifatrol sample. The spectrum 
of constituent elements is shown in Figure 1d and their 
approximate percentages are as tabulated in Table 1.

The calcium, sulfur, and boron were main trace elements 
found in the EDS. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of elements 
such as Ca, S, O, Na, and B in the sample obtained by the area 
mapping function of the EDS attachment. It also reveals that 
the elements are uniformly distributed throughout the sample. 
It also provides an indirect reference on the concentration of 
each element in the sample by the relative intensity of their 
mapping.

The X-ray diffraction pattern of Fifatrol powder tablet also 
showing the calcium and boron compounds [Figure 3].

Table 1: Elemental composition of Fifatrol tablet 
determined using EDS attachment in SEM

Element Weight %
Calcium 15.0

Sulfur 20.0

Oxygen 33.0

Sodium 5.0

Boron 17.0

Iron 4.0

Zinc 2.0

Silver 4.0
EDS: Energy‑dispersive spectroscopy, SEM: Scanning electron 
microscope
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Figure 3: X‑ray diffraction pattern of Fifatrol powder tablet

DISCUSSION

Calcium compounds such as calcium chloride, calcium 
carbonate, and calcium gluconate are well-documented 

to suppress the inflammation in several conditions such as 
urticaria, pruritis, and erythema. Several theories have been 
proposed in favor of anti-inflammatory activity of calcium 
compounds. Piller proposed in his theory that calcium 
dobesilate suppresses the inflammation by reducing the 
number of circulating monocytes and disrupting the action 
of macrophage.[21] Calcium gluconate also shows anti-
inflammatory activity by reducing the production of platelet 
aggregating factor in endothelium.[9] Many enzymes such as 
superoxide dismutase, peroxidase, glutathione peroxidase, 
and glutathione reductase reduce the inflammation. Calcium 
glubionate has a important role in enhancing the activity 
of these enzymes.[22,23] Supplemental calcium and vitamin 
D reduce indicators of cancer-promoting inflammation in 
normal colorectal tissue in humans.[24,25]

Boron is also an important trace element which has a major 
role in biological functions.[26,27] In 1995, Penland, described 
the important physiological role of Boron in inflammatory 
state of several diseases.[28] It was also found that higher intake 
of dietary Boron reduces the inflammation in inflammatory 
joint diseases.[29,30] It has also been reported that Boron has 
important role in to modulation of inflammatory responses 
in animals and humans. It also shows antioxidant activity by 
inhibiting production of reactive oxygen species.[31] Several 
antibacterial agents like borinic acid picolinate esters, 
which have Boron in their content have additional anti-
inflammatory propert.[32,33] It is also reported that Boron 
along with curcumin has strong antiviral role against SARS-
CoV-2.[34] Gündüz et al. (2021) formulated the novel boron 
containing compounds which had cytotoxic and antimicrobial 
effect against HepG2 cancer cell line.[35] Antibiotics like 
Boromycin which contains boron in its constituents have 
potent activity against certain viruses, Gram-positive 
bacteria, and protozoan parasites.[36] Dopaboroxazolidone, 
boron containing compound of boroxazolidones group, has 
potential as an attractive neuroactive drug against many 
neuromotor disorders.[37] Microelements such as sulfur 
and iron are integral part of certain proteins like CDGSH 

Figure 1: Scanning electron images of manually crushed 
Fifatrol tablet at (a) 500 X, (b) 200 kX, (c) 500 kX magnifications, 
and (d) energy spectrum of elements present in the Fifatrol 
tablet detected using scanning electron microscope‑energy‑
dispersive spectroscopy mode
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Figure 2: Energy‑dispersive spectroscopy‑scanning electron 
microscope mode element wise‑ (a) calcium, (b) sulfur, 
(c) oxygen, (d) sodium, (e) boron compositional mapping of 
Fifatrol tablet in powder form
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iron-sulfur domain-containing protein 1 localized on the 
outer membrane of mitochondria and plays key roles in 
regulating cell death and oxidative stress.[38]

CONCLUSION

Such combination of activities is ideal for the treatment 
of microbial infections with inflammatory consequences. 
In the present analytical study of the herbal drug named 
Fifatrol, using EDS with SEM, it was found that Fifatrol has 
essential elements such as Ca, S, O, Na, and B which have 
proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory properties.
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